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Minerals Quiz

 Print out Slides 7 and 8

 Answer the Questions

 Put your name and date on the answer sheets

 Scan each answer sheet

 Combine  to ONE .pdf file

 Upload to Canvas
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SPECIMEN #1

 Formula: K(Fe2+/Mg)2(Al/Fe3+/Mg)([Si/Al]Si2O10)(OH/F)2

 Color Dark brown, greenish-brown, blackish-brown, yellow, white

 Crystal habit Massive to platy

 Twinning Common on the [310],

 less common on the {001}

 Cleavage Perfect on the {001}

 Fracture Micaceous

 Tenacity Brittle to flexible, elastic

 Mohs scale hardness2.5–3.0

 Luster Vitreous to pearly

 Streak White
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SPECIMEN #2

 Color Colorless through various colors to black

 Crystal habit 6-sided prism ending in 6-

sided pyramid (typical), drusy, fine-grained to 

microcrystalline, massive

 Twinning Common Dauphine law, Brazil law 

and Japan law

 Cleavage {0110} Indistinct

 Fracture Conchoidal

 Tenacity Brittle

 Mohs scale hardness7 – lower in impure 

varieties (defining mineral)

 Luster Vitreous – waxy to dull when massive

 Streak White
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SPECIMEN #3

 Color White, grey, silvery

 Crystal habit Massive to platy

 Twinning Common on the [310], less 

common on the {001}

 Cleavage Perfect on the {001}

 Fracture Micaceous

 Tenacity Elastic

 Mohs scale hardness2–2.5 parallel to {001}

 4 right angle to {001}

 Luster Vitreous, silky, pearly

 Streak White

 Diaphaneity Transparent to translucent

 Specific gravity 2.76–3
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SPECIMEN #4 (GREEN)    
 Color Bright green, dark green, blackish 

green, with crystals deeper shades of 
green, even very dark to nearly black 
commonly banded in masses; green to 
yellowish green in transmitted light

 Crystal habit Massive, botryoidal, 
stalactitic, crystals are acicular to tabular 
prismatic

 Twinning Common as contact or 
penetration twins on {100} and {201}. 
Polysynthetic twinning also present.

 Cleavage Perfect on {201} fair on {010}

 Fracture Subconchoidal to uneven

 Mohs scale hardness 3.5–4

 Luster Adamantine to vitreous; silky if 
fibrous; dull to earthy if massive

 Streak light green

 DiaphaneityTranslucent to opaque

 Specific gravity 3.6–4
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SPECIMEN #5   

 Color Colorless or white (Depends on 
isotopes and purity for various colours)

 Crystal habit Predominantly cubes 
and in massive sedimentary beds, but 
also granular, fibrous and compact

 Cleavage Perfect {001}, three 
directions cubic

 Fracture Conchoidal

 Tenacity Brittle

 Mohs scale hardness2.0–2.5

 Luster Vitreous

 Streak White

 Diaphaneity Transparent

 Specific gravity 2.17
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SPECIMEN #6

 Formula: K(AlSi3O8)

 Colour: Colorless to white, 

Greenish white, Grayish yellow, 

Pale pink

 Lustre: Vitreous, Sub-Vitreous, 

Resinous

 Hardness:6

 Specific Gravity:2.55 - 2.63

 Crystal System: Monoclinic

 Member of:  Feldspar Group
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SPECIMEN #7

 Natural occurrence primordial

 Color bright or light yellow to brown

 Crystal structure orthorhombic

 Orthorhombic crystal structure for sulfur

 Thermal conductivity 0.205 W/(m·K) 

(amorphous)

 Electrical resistivity 2×1015  Ω·m (at 20 

°C) (amorphous)

 Magnetic ordering diamagnetic[1]

 Magnetic susceptibility (α) −15.5·10−6 

cm3/mol (298 K)[2]

 Bulk modulus 7.7 GPa

 Mohs hardness 2.0 (1.5-2.5)

 Luster: adamantine, resinous, earthy

 Chemical Formula: S
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SPECIMEN #8 (PURPLE)

 Color Colorless, although samples are often 
deeply colored owing to impurities; Purple, lilac, 
golden-yellow, green, blue, pink, champagne, 
brown.

 Crystal habit Well-formed coarse sized 
crystals; also nodular, botryoidal, rarely columnar 
or fibrous; granular, massive

 Twinning Common on {111}, interpenetrant, 
flattened

 Cleavage Octahedral, perfect on {111}, parting 
on {011}

 Fracture Subconchoidal to uneven

 Tenacity Brittle

 Mohs scale hardness 4 (defining mineral)

 Luster Vitreous

 Streak White

 Diaphaneity Transparent to translucent

 Specific gravity 3.175–3.184; to 3.56 if high in 
rare-earth elements
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SPECIMEN #9

 Color Black, gray with brownish tint in reflected 

sun

 Crystal habit Octahedral, fine granular to massive

 Twinning On {Ill} as both twin and composition 

plane, the spinel law, as contact twins

 Cleavage Indistinct, parting on {Ill}, very good

 Fracture Uneven

 Tenacity Brittle

 Mohs scale hardness 5.5–6.5

 Luster Metallic

 Streak Black

 Diaphaneity Opaque

 Specific gravity 5.17–5.18

 Solubility Dissolves slowly in hydrochloric acid

 Strongly magnetic
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SPECIMEN #10

 Color Pale brass-yellow reflective; tarnishes darker 

and iridescent

 Crystal habit Cubic, faces may be striated, but also 

frequently octahedral and pyritohedron. Often inter-

grown, massive, radiated, granular, globular, and 

stalactitic.

 Twinning Penetration and contact twinning

 Cleavage Indistinct on {001}; partings on {011} and 

{111}

 Fracture Very uneven, sometimes conchoidal

 Tenacity Brittle

 Mohs scale hardness 6–6.5

 Luster Metallic, glistening

 Streak Greenish-black to brownish-black

 Diaphaneity Opaque

 Specific gravity 4.95–5.10
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SPECIMEN #11  

 Color White to cream, sometimes red, blue or 

brown tints from impurities and pale-yellow; 

also often stained various hues, tans and 

browns being common.

 Crystal habit Rarely as crystals, thin plates 

or stacked, More commonly as microscopic 

pseudohexagonal plates and clusters of 

plates, aggregated into compact, claylike 

masses

 Cleavage Perfect on {001}

 Tenacity Flexible but inelastic

 Mohs scale hardness 2–2.5

 Luster Pearly to dull earthy

 Streak White

 Specific gravity 2.16–2.68
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